
Review the Student Performance Groups to see how your students are

meeting grade-level expectations.

CommonLit reports students' scores on a scale that runs from 150-250, with higher

scores indicating higher student performance. Scaled scores are a performance measure

that factors in students’ performance and the difficulty of the assessment. 

Students in the "Below or Approaching Grade" performance groups may need additional

support to be successful. Students in the "Above Grade" performance group may need

enrichment activities to stay engaged.

Students' scaled scores are translated into performance groups and percentile rankings.

Performance groups track if students are meeting grade-level expectations. Percentiles

show how they performed relative to other CommonLit students on the same assessment.
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Sort the Overall Performance by Student

table by scaled scores to understand the

relative ranking of your students. On the Mid-

Year and Post-Assessments, you can consider

celebrating students who have moved up in

scaled scores. Carefully track and support

students who have moved down.

Examine scaled scores to track overall student performance. 
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Download the Question Overview to analyze skill gaps with item analysis.

We recommend you confirm any trends you notice in assessment standards data by

checking your formative standards data on Student Performance data pages. 

If many students did poorly on Interaction of Ideas, use the CommonLit Library filters to

search by target lessons or standard to find a supplemental text to practice this standard.

Analyze grouped standards data to understand skills trends across your class. 

You can view class and student

performance on each individual

question. Note: For test security,

we don't provide answers keys.

As you review, ask: What specific

skill might students be struggling

with? What are some common

misunderstandings that students

might have about the passage or

question?


